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Art is a reflection of ourselves !
Through our ongoing "living with art" series, we invite you to discover art in a home
setting. For the last few months, we've spent most of our time at home, and we have
by now realized that art is an essential component of our life. It is fundamental for our
well-being, happiness and has the power to sustain us through challenges.
Discovering art is a fascinating experience: from the sound of your feet on the floor,
the light, the story behind the artwork and the journey of the artists. All this
will influence the way you will understand and get inspired by a piece of art ! "Art
represents our mood and emotions : art is a reflection of ourselves. " We believe
inspiring our viewers to visualize their "dream space" is important, we are here to guide
you through the process and to get the positive energy circulating throughout your home. In this edition,
we are pleased to introduce our international portrait artist "Maizianne".
Stay safe, well, and creative.
Truly yours,
Catherine Testorf
Founder/Director

BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

BUY ART ONLINE

LIVING WITH ART SERIES
FALL EDITION 2020
Introducing MAIZIANNE

Click image to listen and learn about Maizianne's world !

MAIZIANNE is a New York based figurative and abstract portrait painter. Her

inspiration mainly comes from women's portraits and families. She will transform
them into her own interpretation by capturing their beauty and story, while conveying
an emotion or unveiling a hidden part of their personality. Besides the message, the
color and aesthetics are of utmost importance. Her process is completely
spontaneous; each piece starts with layers of acrylic colors and added texture. She
will use any painting tools within grasp (knife, fork, corks, etc...). This whole process
creates an abstract background where one can let his imagination wander. She
would like the viewer to identify himself with the subject and associate his personal
memories or feelings to what is viewed.

Eyes are the focal point of Maizianne's abstract figurative portraits. She explains:
"They are the window to the soul. Their gaze makes it hard for the viewer not to look
or stare back and perceive the emotions, feeling of the painting as well."

Photos of Maizianne's art shown at collector's homes.

CURRENT VIRTUAL EXHIBITION

Our exhibition "Flying High ..." is part of our "art and
purpose" series. Works by eleven of our artists have
been selected to raise funds for the Loyalty Foundation's
"Devices4all" program which provides computers and
education to all children of any race, gender
or socioeconomic status.
Learn about the Loyalty Foundation. Buy the art online
at Artsy or bid on two fabulous artworks by
artists Maizianne and Layla Love.
The show is running until October 30, 2020.

Auction by artist Maizianne
"Art can bring people together, just like the black lives matter movement. If the society treats black
unequally it is like depriving them of one sense (represented by the bright red crosses) which gives them a
major handicap in life."

Bid Now

Auction by photographer Layla Love
"This image is a fusion of powerful female energetics, including Alixa & Naima of Climbing PoeTree and
crafted work by Swoon, one of the first woman to gain international recognition in street art. The taro root
is a food staple in much of the world. In Hawaii, fighting is not allowed when a bowl of taro poi is
served.This photograph was selected for the White House permanent collection in 2008, and I was invited
to spend time with the first family under the Obama Administration."

Bid Now

InSight Artspace has an extensive & curated selection of works available.
We are pleased to offer private viewings in New York, Westchester, New Jersey, &
Connecticut. Please contact the gallery for more information at info@insightartspace.com
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